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Abstract. A quasi-multiplier m on an algebra A is a bilinear mapping from

A X A into itself such that m(ax,yb) = am(x,y)b for all a, x,y, b e A. An

introduction to the theory of quasi-multipliers on Banach algebras with

minimal approximate identities is given and applications to C*-algebras and

group algebras are developed.

1. Introduction. Ronald Larsen's excellent book An Introduction to the

Theory of Multipliers treats the subject of multipliers on commutative Banach

algebras. The extension of the concept to a noncommutative Banach algebra

takes on several possible forms, each of which, however, suffers from some

defect. There may be too few double multipliers for the purpose at hand, and

neither left multipliers nor right multipliers are symmetric with respect to

multiplication. All of these generalizations are special cases of a further

generalization, the quasi-multiplier. The result of [1], which states that the

quasi-multipliers of a C*-algebra may be identified with precisely those

elements of the bidual which are weakly continuous on the state space,

presents at least some evidence that the quasi-multiplier may be the proper

generalization.

The principal apparent defect of quasi-multipliers is that, at least a priori,

there seems no way to multiply them together. This defect is partially repaired

in the present paper for a considerable class of Banach algebras.

The first part of the paper is an introduction to the general theory and the

second, an investigation of the quasi-multipliers of some particular Banach

algebras.

2. General theory. For any ring R, a bilinear mapping m\R X R -» R such

that

(1) m(ab, cd) = am(b, c)d   for all a,b,c,d G R

will be called a quasi-multiplier. For a topological ring R, we will write

QM(R) for the set of all separately continuous quasi-multipliers.
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Throughout this paper, (A, || ||) will be a Banach algebra with minimal

approximate identity, i.e., a net {xa} such that ||xj| < 1 for each index a,

and lima ||axa - a\\ = lim0 \\xaa - a\\ = 0 for all a £ A.

Theorem 1. Suppose m\A X A -» /I satisfies condition (1) above. Then m is a

jointly continuous quasi-multiplier and, for all a,b,c E A,

(2) m(ab, c) = amib, c)   and   m(a, be) = m(a, b)c.

Proof. Let a,b,c E A and a E C. The Hewitt-Cohen factorization

theorem ([4, Theorem 32.23]) enables a choice of w, x,y,z E A such that

a = wx, b — wy, and c = wz. Then

m(ab, c) = m(awy, wz) = awzzz(y, w)z = am(wy, wz) = am(b, c),

which proves the first half of (2); the second follows analogously. Further, by

(2)

m(aa, b) = m(awx, b) = awm(x, b) — am(wx, b) = am(a, b)

and

m(c, a + b) = m(c, wx + wy) = [m(c, w)](x + y) = m(c, w)x + m(c, w)y

= zzj(c, wx) + m(c, wy) = m(c, a) + m(c, b).

In an analogous way, the equations

m(a, ab) - am(a, b)   and   m(a + b,c) = m(a, c) + m(b, c)

are validated. Hence, m is bilinear.

Let a be in A and {x„} a sequence in A with limit x. Then {x„ — x}

converges to 0 and the Hewitt-Cohen factorization theorem yields a sequence

{zn} and an element z of A such that limn||zn|| = 0 and x„ — x = zz„ for all

n E N. Then

ïim \\m(a, x) - m(a, x„)\\ = ïîm \\m(a, x - xn)\\ = lïm \\m(a, zz„)\\
n n n

= m\\m(a,z)zn\\=0.
n

It is shown analogously that limnzw(x„, a) = zzz(x, a). Hence m is separately

continuous.

Now let {x„} and {y„} be sequences in A with limits x and y respectively.

Invoking the factorization theorem one more time, choose sequences {zn} and

{wn} and elements z and w in A such that iim||zn|| = lim||w„|| = 0 and, for

each n E N, z„z = x„ - x and ww„ = y„ - y.Then
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lim \\m(x„,y„) - m(x,y)\\
n

= lim \\m(x„ - x,yn - y) + m(x,y„) + m(xn,y) - 2m(x,y)\\
n

< lim \\m(xn - x,y„ -y)\\ + Tim \\m(x,y„) - m(x,y)\\
n n

+ lim \\m(x„,y) - m(x,y)\\
n

= Tim \\z„m(z, w)w„\\ +0 + 0 = 0.
n

Hence, m is jointly continuous.   Q.E.D.

The set of all quasi-multipliers on A will be denoted QM(A). Under the

usual pointwise operations, QM(A) is a linear space. For each m G QM(A),

iet||H||bethenumbersup{||m(a,6)||:a,6Gv4, ||a|| = ||6|| = 1}.

Theorem 2. The pair (QM(A), ||| |||) constitutes a Banach space.

Proof. For m, q G QM(A) and e > 0, choose a, b G A such that ||a|| =

||6|| = 1 and ||(m + q)(a, b)\\ > \\\m + q\\\ - e. Then

IIMII + IIMII >\Ha,b)\\ +\\q(a,b)\\ >\\(m + q)(a,b)\\
> III™ + 411 - *.

This proves the triangle inequality, the only nontrivial element of the proof

that HI HI is a norm on QM(A).
Now let [m„] be a Cauchy sequence in the normed space QM(A). For

a, b E A, the fact

ïïm" \\m„(a, b) - m,(a, b)\\ < ThrT |||mn - m,||| ||a|| ||6||= 0,
n, t n,t

with the fact that A is complete, justifies the definition of m\A X A^*A:

m(a, b) =limmn(a, b).

A simple limit argument shows that m satisfies (1). Thus, m is in QM(A). Let

e be a positive number and choose n E N such that |||mJ - m,\\\ < e/2 for all

s,tEN for which s, t > n. Let a and b be elements of A such that

IMI = 11*11 = 1 and choose / G N such that / > n and \\mt(a, b) — m(a, b)\\
< e/2. Then, for all s > n,

\\ms(a, b) - m(a, b)\\ <\\ms(a, b) - m,(a, b)\\ +\\m,(a, b) - m(a, b)\\

< UK - '«/III + e/2 < e/2 + e/2 = e.

Since « was chosen independently of a and b, this implies that \\\ms — m\\\ <

e for all s > n in N. Hence, QM(A) is complete.   Q.E.D.

Define <b\A -> QM(A) by, for each a E A, letting [<b(a)](x,y) = xay for all

x,y E A. That ||a|| > |||<i>(<z)||| for all a G A is trivial. To show the opposite

inequality, we shall need the following.
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Lemma 1. If {xa} is an approximate identity for A, then lima||xaaxa — a|| =

0 for all a EA.

Proof. Choose x,y E A such that a = xy. Then

lim ||xaaxa - «H - i™ flx0xyxa - xaxy + xaxy - xy\\
a a

< Ihn" ||xax|| ||yxa - y|| + hm" ||xaxy - xy|| = ||x||- 0 + 0.   Q.E.D.
a a

Theorem 3. The map $ is a linear isometry of A into QM(A).

Proof. That part of the assertion which is neither trivial nor heretofore

proved is that |||<f>a||| > \\a\\ for all a E A. For a EA and any minimal

approximate identity {xa} inA, Lemma 1 yields

llalli > ïiïn" \\M(xa, *.)|| = HnT ||W,|| = ||«||-   Q-E-D.
a a

In the sequel, A will be identified with the subspace ${A) of QM(A). There

are several intermediate subspaces of note. Write LM(A) and RM (A) for the

Banach algebras of left and right multipliers, respectively, on A. Define

X\LM(A)^> QM(A) by, for each 7 E LM(A), letting [a(7)](x,y) = x7(y)
forallx,y E A.

Theorem 4. TAe map Xis a linear isometry of LM(A) into QM(A).

Proof. That X is linear is evident. Let 7 be in LM(A). On the one hand,

ll|A(7)||| = sup{||a7(6)||:M = ||è||=i}

<sup{||7(6)||:||/3||=l}=||71|.

On the other, if e > 0, {x0} is a minimal approximate identity in A, and

a E Ais a unit vector such that || 7|| - e < || 7(a)||, then

|||X(7)|||>IhTr|[X(7)](xa,û)||
Ct

= ïînT||x07(a)||=||7(a)||>||71|-e.
a

Hence, |||X(7)||| = Il 7||.    Q.E.D.
The function o\RM(A) -+ QM(A), defined by [p(7)](x,y) = 7(x)y for all

x,y E A, is also a linear isometry. In the sequel, LM(Q) and RM(Q) will be

identified with the subspaces X(LM(Q)) and p(RM(Q)), respectively.

For each pair (a, b) E A X A, let J| ||6 be the seminorm on QM(A)

defined by

a||zzz||fi=||z«(a, ¿)||   for all m E QM(A).

Such a seminorm will be called a quasi-norm. The topology q(A) on
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QM(A), which is the coarsest for which each quasi-norm is continuous, will

be termed the quasi-norm topology.

A subring S of a ring R such that SRS c 5 will be called a quasi-ideal.

Both left and right ideals are quasi-ideals. If ^4 is a quasi-ideal in some

superalgebra B, then there is a linear mapping d>B|5-> QM(A) defined by,

for each b E B,

[<bB(b)](x,y) = xby   for all x,y E A.

If B is also a normed algebra of which the norm, restricted to A, is just || ||,

then evidently <bB is norm nonincreasing. The topology {«£¿"'(0): 0 G q(A)}

will be written q(B, A). A net (bß) in B q(B, ^-converges to some b E B

precisely when limi3||xl>j3y — xby\\ = 0 for all x,y E A. Thus, by definition,

<bB is q(B, A) — q(A) continuous as well as norm continuous. Note that $A is

a q(A, A) — q(A) homeomorphism onto its image.

Theorem 5. For each m E QM(A) and minimal approximate identity (xa)

in A,

(3) lim m(xa, xa) = m   in the topology q(A).
a

In particular, the unit ball of A is q(A)-dense in the unit ball of QM(A).

Proof. Let a and b be elements of A. Then

lim ||oxa - a|| = lim \\xab - b\ - 0
a a

so that, since m is jointly continuous,

0 = lim||m(axa, xab) - m(a, b)\\

= lim||aw(xa, xa)b - m(a, b)\ = lim fl||iñ(xa, *„) - m\\b.

Thus {m(xa, xa)) #(/4)-converges to m. If \\m\\ < 1, then each m(xa, xa) is in

the unit ball of A.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 6. The unit ball of QM(A), as well as QM(A) itself, are q(A)-
complete.

Proof. Let [ma) be a q(A)-Cauchy net in QM(A). For all a, b E A, the

net {ma(a, b)) is then || ||-Cauchy; write m(a, b) for its limit. The function

m\A X A^>A thus defined is evidently a quasi-multiplier and a q(A)-linñt of

{ma). Hence, QM(A) is g04)-complete. If {ma} is in the unit ball of QM(A)
and a,b G A are unit vectors, then

W**)l--M»-Iil-W»<1-
Hence, |||m||| < 1.    Q.E.D.

Theorems 5 and 6 show that QM(A) may be regarded as the q(A,A)-

completion of A. Since q(A,A) does not really depend on QM(A), this
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means that QM(A) might have been defined topologically rather than

algebraically. The author chose the latter approach, mainly, because it

extends to arbitrary (nonnormed) rings. The subspaces LM(A) and RM (A)

of QM(A) are also completions of A, but of slightly (sometimes) finer

topologies (see [10, 1.12], for instance). The following theorem is useful for

applications.

Theorem 7. Let B be a Banach algebra in which A is a quasi-ideal (and

sub-Banach algebra). Then <bB is a linear isometry of B onto QM(A) if and only

if the following conditions hold:

(i) the unit ball Bx of B is q(B, A)-complete;

(ii) ||6|| = sup{||a6c||: a,c EAX = unit ball of A) for each b E B.

Proof. That the conditions are necessary follow from Theorem 6 and the

definition of HI |||.
Suppose that B satisfies (i) and (ii). Condition (ii) implies that <bB is an

isometry. We need only show that d>B is surjective; in fact, it will suffice to

show that <bB(B) contains the boundary of the unit ball of QM(A). Let then

m E QM(A) be a unit vector. Theorem 5 yields a net {yß} in Ax with

ç(,4)-limit m. Then {yß} is q(A, ̂ 4)-Cauchy, hence q(B, /4)-Cauchy, and, by

(i), has a q(B, yi)-limit b in Bx. For each w, z E A,

< lim \\m(w, z) - wyßz\\+ lim \\wyßz -[<t>B(b)](w, z)||
ß ß

= îîm Jzzz -yß\\z+ ïrm \\wyßz - wbz\\= 0.
ß ß

That is, m = <¡>B(b). Hence, <bB is surjective.    Q.E.D.

If A has an identity u and m is a quasi-multiplier, then, for all x,y E A,

[<t>(m(u, w))](x,y) - xm(u, u)y = m(x,y).

Thus, in this case, A may be identified with Q(A).

An approximate identity {x„} in A will be called an ultra-approximate

identity for A if, for all m E QM(A) and a E A, the nets {m(a, x„)} and

{m(xa, a)} are || ||-Cauchy.

Theorem 8. An approximate identity {xa} in A is an ultra-approximate

identity if and only ifforalla EA,TE LM(A), and S E RM(A), {a7(xa)}

and {S(xa)a} are \\ \\-Cauchy.

Proof. First assume that {xtt} is an ultra-approximate identity and consi-

der arbitrary a E A, TE LM(A), and S E RM(A). Then {a7(xa)} =

{[X(7)](a, xa)} and {S(xa)a} = {[p(5)](xa, a)} so that all are Cauchy.

Now assume that {a7(xa)} and {S(xa)a} are \\ ||-Cauchy for all a E A,
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T G LM(A), and S G RM (A). Let w be a quasi-multiplier and a an element

of A. Choose b,c E A such that a = be. Define T\A -> A and 5|^ -h> ̂4 by

letting

T(x) = /n(c, x) andS(x) = m(x, b)

for ail x G y4. Then T is in LM(A) and 5 in RM (A). But, for each index a,

/n(a, xa) = ¿m(c, xa) = bT(xa)

and

m(xa, a) = m(xa, b)c = S(xa)c.

Hence, [m(xa, a)} and {m(a, x0)} are || ||-Cauchy.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. Let [xa}aeT be an ultra-approximate identity for A. Let m,nE

RM (A) and a E A. Then

lim m(xa) lim n(x„)a = lim nm(xs)a.
ß<=r   v paer  v   '      «er

Proof. Let e > 0. Write d for Ums«m(xä)a, e for liman(xa)a, and 6 for

lim/8w(x/j)e. Choose o ET such that

||m(;c0)<? - b\\ < e/4 and \\nm(xa)a - d\ < e/4.

Choose y G T such that \\n(xy)a - e\\ < e/4||w||, and

\\m(x0)xy-m(xa)\\<£/(4\\n\\\\a\\).

Then

II* - d\\<\\m(xa)e - b\\ + \\m(x0)n(Xy)a ~ m(xa)e\]

+ \\nim(x0)xy)a - n(m(x0))a\\ + \\nm(xa)a - d\\

< e/4 + ||i«(^)l \\n(xy)a - e\\ + \\n\\ \\m(xa)xy - m(xa)\\ \\a\\ + e/4

< e/4 + e/4 + e/4 + e/4 = e.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 9. Let A possess an ultra-approximate identity. Then the maps

X\LM(A)-*QM(A) and p\RM(A) -» QM(A) are surjective. Further, the

maps X~' » p andp~x ° X are isometric algebra anti-isomorphisms.

Proof. Let (xa) be an ultra-approximate identity. Let q be in QM(A).

Define m\A -» A by letting, for each a E A,

m(a) = limq(xa, a).

lia,b G A, then

m(ab) = limq(xa, ab) = limq(xa, a)b = m(a)b.

It follows that m E LM(A). For all a, b E A,

X„(a, b) = am(b) = limaq(xa, b) = limq(axa, b) = q(a, b).
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Thus X„ = q and X is surjective. That p is surjective is proved analogously.

Now consider m,nE RM (A) and a E A. We have, by Lemma 2,

X-x(Pm)X-x(p„)(a) = X-\pm)hmp„(xa, a)

= X~X (pm) lim n (xa)a = lim m (xß) lim n (xa)a

= lim zz o zzz(xf)fl = X-X(pnm)(a).

It is now evident that À-1 ° p is an algebra anti-isomorphism. That p~x ° X is

as well is proved analogously.

Since p and X are isometries, so are X~' ° p and p~x ° X.   Q.E.D.

Thus, when A possesses an ultra-approximate identity {xa}, QM(A) may

be made into an algebra in two different ways, either making X or p an

isomorphism. We record for reference that, for q E QM(A) and a E A,

(4) limq(xa,a)=[X-x(q)](a);

(5) ]imq(a,xa)=[p-l(q)](a).

The converse to Theorem 9 is also true.

Theorem 10. 7/X and p are surjective and {xa} is an approximate identity,

then it is ultra-approximate.

Proof. If q E QM(A) and a E A, then

[X-X(q)](a) = limxa[X-(9)](a) = lim?(xa, a).

Similarly, [p~x(q)](a) = limaq(a, xa).   Q.E.D.

Let now B be a Banach algebra in which A is a quasi-ideal and such that

<bB is an isometry; such a B will be called an intermediate algebra for A. It

follows from (4) and (5) that, if b E B, a E A, and {x0} is ultra-approximate,

then

(6) lim\\xaba - ba\\= 0;

(7) lim \\abxa - aè|| - 0.

Theorem 11. Let B be an intermediate algebra for A and suppose that A

possesses a bounded ultra-approximate identity. Then <bB is an algebra

homomorphism.

Proof. Let {xy} be an ultra-approximate identity for A. Consider a, b E

B,x,y E A, and e > 0. Choose an index y0 such that, for all y > yo,

Ifo(fl)- **(*)](*.y) -[<¡>B(a)](x>xy)[<t>B(b)](xry)\\ < e.

Invoke (6) to obtain an index y > y0 such that

||xY6y-6y||<e.
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Thus, for this y,

\[*Biab)]ix,y) -[+«(a)-+*(*)](x,jO|

<\\[^B(,ab)](x,y) - xaxyby\\ + \\xaxyby - xaxyxyby\\

+l[*j»(û)](^xr)-[^(ô)](v>')-[**(û)-*i(*)](x^)I
<||jco|| \\by - xy6y|| + ||xaxY|| \\by - xyby\\ + e

<«WM+MMWK + «-
Since e, x, and v were chosen arbitrarily, <bB(ab) = <bB(a) • <bB(b).    Q.E.D.

We will henceforth regard intermediate algebras of A as subalgebras of

QM(A), whenever A possesses a bounded ultra-approximate identity.

Theorem 12. Let B and A be as in Theorem 11. Then, for each m G

QM(B), m(A X A)cA. Further, if m G QM(B) vanishes on A X A, then

m = 0. Thus, QM(B) may be identified with a linear subspace of QM(A).

Proof. Let {xa} be a bounded, ultra-approximate identity for A. Let m be

in QM(B) and x,y E A. Choose a,b,c,d E A such that x — ab and v =

cd. Lemma 1 implies

0 = lim||xaa»i(&, c)dxa — am(b, c)d\\ = lim^xaam(b, c)dxa — m(x, v)||.

Since A is a quasi-ideal of B and A is complete, it follows that m(x,y) E A.

This means that m(A X A) c A.

Now suppose that m G QM(B) vanishes on A X A. Assume that m ^ 0

and choose a, b E B such that m(a, b) =£ 0. Then there exists x,y E A such

that xm(a, b)y ^ 0. By (6) and (7)

lim \xaxa - xa\ - 0 = lim ||x„¿y - by\\.

Let e be any positive number. Since m is separately continuous, there exists

an index a0 such that

\\m(xa, by) - m(xtfxao, by)\\ < e.

Now choose an index a such that

\\mixaxao, by) - /n(xax„o, xaby)\\ < e.

It follows that

0 *\\xm(a, b)y\\ = \\m(xa, by)\\ < ||m(xax„o, xaby)\\ + 2e.

Since e was arbitrarily chosen and both xaxa<¡ and xaby are in A, it follows

that m is nonzero on A X A.    Q.E.D.

Thus, if A has a bounded ultra-approximate identity and B is an

intermediate algebra of A, then QM(B) may be regarded as a subset of

QM(A).
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For the remainder of this section, our attention will primarily be fixed not

upon A itself, but on a subalgebra A of A which is realized as a quasi-ideal of

a rather concrete Banach algebra B.

Let B be an algebra which is also a dense subspace of a Banach space

(E, || || £) such that, for all b E B,

(8) \\b\\B= sup{max{||£x||£, ||x¿||£}: x E Ex n B} < oo

(where Ex is the unit ball of Tí). It is evident that (B, \\ \\B) is a normed

algebra and that the multiplicative operation extends in exactly one way to a

continuous linear map from (B X E) \j (E X B) to E, where B denotes the

Banach algebra completion of E. We shall say that B is an algebra compatible

with E. If

sup{max{||ax||£, ||xa||£}: x E 7, n D} < co

for some || || £-dense subset D of B,

occurs only for those a E E which lie in B, we shall say that B is D-maximal

Theorem 13. Let Bbe a B-maximal algebra compatible with a Banach space

E. Then B is a Banach algebra under the norm || ||£ + || \\B.

Proof. For all a, b E B, we have

HU+HIU<IHU 11%+IMU 11% < (Mb +IMUXMU +1%)
so that B is a normed algebra under || ||£ + || \\B.

Let {b„} be a || ||£ + || ||5-Cauchy sequence in B. Then {b„} has a

|| ||£-limit b in E. For each x E Ex n B,

INU= »flm IMU< su„p NI* \\x\\e<™p Mb

and, similarly,

HU< suPil6«IU-

Thus è satisfies (9) and so is in B. Hence 5 is || ||£ + || ||B-complete. Q.E.D.

Throughout the remainder of §2, B will be an /4-maximal algebra compat-

ible with a Banach space (E, || ||£), the norm || ||Ä will be as in (8), the

|| ||s-completion of B will be denoted by B, and we shall write || ||a for the

norm ^(|| ||£ + || ||B). Furthermore, A will be an algebra such that

(10) A is a || ||B-closed quasi-ideal in B;

(11) ABA is || ||£-dense in E.

Finally, (A, \\ \\B) will be assumed to possess a minimal approximate identity

{xa} such that

(12) lim sup{max{||x> - ba\\B, \\abxa - ab\\B}: b E B, \\b\\B < 1} = 0

for all a E A. The closure of A inB will be denoted A.
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From (12), it follows that

(13) limsup{max{||xa&a - ba\\B, \\abxa - ab\\B): b G B, \\b\\B < 1} = 0

for all a E A. We also have

(14) lim \\xaa - a\\B= 0 = lim ||oxa - a\\B   for all a E A.

From (11) follows that AE and EA are || ||£-dense in E; consequently,

Hewitt's Factorization Theorem for Banach modules yields

(15) E = AE = EA = AEA.
This, with (14), yields

(16) lim ||xav - y\\E= 0 = lim || yxa - y\\E   for all y G E.

Together, (14) and (16) yield

(17) lim ||xaa - a||s= 0 = lim ||axa — a||Ä   for all a G A.

Theorem 14. The equalities A = A A = A A = AAA obtain. In particular, A

is an ideal of A.

Proof. Let x E A and a E A. Then ax E E and, since (9) holds for ax,

ax G B as well. But (14) and (16) imply that

lim||xaaxx„ - flx||^<lirn||^ax - ßxy|xa||B+lim||a||B ||xxa - x||^= 0.

By (10), this yields ax E A. We have shown that A A c A. That A A is

|| H^-dense in A follows from (17); hence, Hewitt's Factorization Theorem

implies A A = A. That A A = A is proved analogously.    Q.E.D.

From (10) and (13), it follows that

08) A is an ideal in B.
This yields

(19) A is an ideal in B.

For alia EA nB, from (14) and (16) follow lima||xao - a\\B = 0; thus, (10)
and (18) yield a E A:

(20) A n B = A.

For a subset D of B, we shall write QM(E; D) for the set of all bilinear,

separately continuous functions m\E X £-> E such that

m(ax,yb) = am(x,y)b   for all x,y G E and a, b G D.

A simple limit argument shows that

(21) QM(E;D) = QM(E;D)

where D is the || ||B-closed linear span of D. The arguments of Theorem 1

may be employed to show that

(22) m(x, y)a = m(x,ya)   and   am(x,y) = m(ax,y)

for all x,y E E, a E A, and m G QM(E; A), and that m is jointly
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continuous; consequently

(23) HHIU " sM\Mx>y)\\E: x>y£Ex}< co
(where Ex is the || ||£-unit ball of E). It is easy to see that QM(E; A) is a

Banach space under ||| |||£.

If D is a subalgebra of B, we shall write simply QM(D) for QM((D,

|| || B)). It is evident that if D is the || ||Ä-closure of D, then each m E QM(D)

can be extended in precisely one way to an element of QM(D); thus, we may

regard QM(D) as a subspace of QM(D). For m E QM(D), we write

IIHIId = suP{\\m(a, b)\\B: a, bE D; \\a\\B,\\b\\B} < 1

(which may possibly be infinity).

Theorem 15. For all m E QM(E; A), we have

Mbxb £QM{{B, p \\B))   and   m\AxA EQ(A).

Proof. For all x E A and a, b E B, we have

\\m(a, 6)x||£=Ha, bx)\\E< \\\m\\\E \\a\\E \\bx\\E< \\\m\\\E \\a\\E \\b\\B |x||£

and, similarly,

||xzzz(a,A)||£<|||m|||£||0||B||¿||£M£.

This means that (9) is satisfied for m(a, b); hence, m(a, b) E /¿.That m\BxB

is separately continuous is a simple consequence of the Closed Graph

Theorem. Thus, m\BxB E QM((B, \\ \]B)).

Let x,y E A. Theorem 15 permits choice of c E A and d E A such that

x = cd. It follows from the above that zzi(x,y), m(d,y) E B and so, from

(19), that m(x,y) = cm(d,y) E A. But now (20) implies m(x,y) E A.

Now suppose that x0,y EA and that {x„} is a sequence in A with

|| ||B-limit x0. Let e > 0. By Theorem 15, there exist a EA and b EA such

that ab =y. From (13) we have

lim sup||x„zzz(xn,y) - m(x„,y)\\B
°   n»0

= lim sup ||xazn(x,„ a)b - m(xn, a)b\\B= 0.
a   n = 0

Choose an index a such that

\\xam(x„,y) - m(x„,y)\\B< e/2

for all n = 0,1,_We have

lim||'«(xn,y)-m(x0,y)||B

< hm(||m(xn,y) - xaw(xn,y)||fl

+lh(^«[^ - ^o]^)!^ +\\xam(xo>y) - m(xo>y)\\B)

< e/2 + ïïm" |||m|||£||x0||£ ||x„ - ^||B ||y||£ + e/2 = e.
n
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Thus, limj|w(x„, v) - m(x0,y)\\B = 0. That limn||m(v, x„) - m(y, x0)\\B =

0 is proved analogously. Hence, m G QM(A).    Q.E.D.

Theorem 16. The natural restriction mapping on QM(A) is a linear isometry

onto QM(A).

Proof. Let m G QM(A) and a, b G A. By Theorem 14, there exist c EA

and d E A such that a = dc. Thus,

m(a, b) = m(dc, b) = dm(c, b)

which, by Theorem 14, is in¿4- Thus, m\AxA G QM(A). That this restriction

mapping is an isometry is evident.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 17. The natural restriction mapping (to A X A) on QM(E; A) is a

topological isomorphism onto QM(A).

Proof. That the mapping in question is into QM(A) follows from (21) and

Theorem 15. Let m G QM(A) and consider a,b G A. From Theorem 14,

there exist c EA and d E A such that b = dc. We have, by (14) and (8),

\\m(a, b)\\E= \\m(a, d)c\\E= lim ||w(axa, d)c\\E

= lim\\am(xaib)\\E<\\a\\E\\\m\\\A\\b\\B

since ||xa||B < 1 for each a. Thus m is right separately || | ̂ -continuous; that

it is left separately continuous is proved analogously. Thus there exists

precisely one separately continuous extension m\E x E-*E. That m G

QM(E; A) is evident. Thus the mapping d> restricting elements of QM(E; A)

to A X A is surjective.

It is a consequence of Theorem 16 that QM(A) is complete. Since

QM(E; A) is also complete, a simple application of the Closed Graph

Theorem shows that <b is continuous. That <b is a homeomorphism now

follows from the Open Mapping Theorem.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 18. Let <¡>\QM(E; A)^> E*x* and 4>\QM(B)-* B*** be the
natural restriction mappings. Then <j> is a topological isomorphism onto QM(B)

andxba linear isometry onto QM(A).

Proof. That <b is into QM(B) follows from Theorem 15. Let m G QM(B)

and a,b E A. By (14), we have

lim||m(a, b) - xam(a, b)\B= lim||m(a - xaa, b)\B= 0

so that, by (19), m(a, b)EA. But (20) then implies that m(a, b) E A. This
proves that \p is into QM(A).

By Theorem 17, there exists precisely one element m of Q(E; A) such that

'"Lx/4 = ^(m)- Let e > 0 and a,b E B. By (8), there exists x, v G Ex such

thai either \\m(a, b)x\\E > \\m(a, b)\\B - e or ||xm(o, b)\\E > \\m(a, b)\\B -
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e. For définiteness, let us assume the former. By (15), there exist y E E and

e E A such that ey = x; in fact, Hewitt's Factorization Theorem permits us

to assume as well that \\e\\B < 1 and ||y||£ < ||x||£ + e.

We have, by (8),

\\m(a,b)\\B-e

1 + e\\m(a, b)e\\B> m(a, b)e-±-     =\\m(a, ¿>)x||£/||y||£>
IkII£   e

This, with (13), yields

\m(a>b)\B-t    n_t
—m—<\\m(a>b)e\\B

- 1™ K™ («> b)e\\g = lim ||w(xaû, be)\\

< Ihn" |||^(m)||L ||xa||B \\a\\B HÖH, Heu, < |||^(m)|L Mb \\b\\B.
a

It follows that 4>(z7z) E QM(B) and |||<p(ñi)|||B < |||»K'")III¿- That the reverse

inequality holds is trivial. Thus

(24) \\\<p(m)\\\B = \\\Wn)\\\A   ior all m E QM (A).

From Theorem 17, we know that \p ° <p is bijective. It follows that d> is

injective and \¡/ is surjective. Thus, if we can show that \p is injective, we shall

know that both <p and ty are bijections. Hence, (24) and Theorem 17 will

imply that ip is an isometry and ¿» a topological isomorphism. Suppose that

q E QM(B) and assume that q ¥= 0. Choose r, t E B such that q(r, t) =£ 0.

Then there exists x E E such that either q(r, t)x ¥= 0 or xq(r, t) ¥= 0; for

definiteness, we assume the former. By (11), it follows that, for some s E A,

q(r, t)s =£ 0. Thus, (13) implies

0 *||*(r, 0*11,- lim ||xa?(r, t)s\\B= lim ||?(xar, ts)\\B.

So, for some index a, ||<7(xar, /í)||b ^ 0. Hence

[H9)](xar,ts)^q(xar,ts)¥'0.

Thus \L is injective.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 19. Let D be a subalgebra of B containing the net {xa} (as in (12))

and such that both B is D-maximal and D n E is dense in E. Then QM(E; B)
= QM(E; 72).

Proof. That QM(E; B) c QM(E; D) is trivial. Let D be the || ||a-closure

of D in B and let m E QM(E; D). Since D is a Banach algebra with minimal

approximate identity and, since (16) implies that DE and ED are dense in E,

Hewitt's Factorization Theorem implies

E = DE= ED = DED.

Further, as in the proof of Theorem 1, it follows that
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(25) m(x, y)d= m(x, yd)   and   dm(x,y) = m(dx,y)   for all x,v Gis

and that

(26) IIHIU ■ sup{||m(a, b)\\B; a,bEEx}<cc.

Let x G D n Ex and a,b G B. Then

\\m(a, b)x\£- \\m(a, bx)\\E< \\\m\\\E \\a\\E \\b\\B ||x||£< \\\m\\\E ||«||£ \\b\\B

and, similarly

IMa,ft)|£<||Hi|£H*»*ll£-
Hence, (9) is satisfied so that

(27) m(a, b) E B   for all a, b E B.

Now let m E QM(E; D), x, x E E and b, b G B. Let e > 0 and, in virtue

of (11) and (18), choose a, a E A such that

||* - a\\E+\\x -a\\E< gii^i^i^iièy^y^+i^+^+iigy+i '

Choose d,d E D such that

\\d-b\\E+\\d_-b\\E

<-Î-.
»IIML Mb (1Mb H* +11% H-) + Ha' gd)\\B+\\bm(a, a)\\g + 1

By (25) and (26), we have

||w(6x, x6) — 6m(x, x)/3|

<||m(£x, x£) - m(ba, ?J>)\E+\m{ba, **) ~ w(*«, £*)||

+ |m(6a, £6) — »í(¿a, qrf)|

+ |m(èfl, a¿) — wi(¿/fl, £</)|  +||d/w(ß, a¿/) - 6m(a, a¿/)||

+ ||¿w(a, o)^ —bm(a, q)b\\E

+ \\bm(a, a)6 —¿m(x, £)*|L+|*WÎ(Jlt:> ö)6 —6/«(x, xj/3|

< MI* 11% i* - «O, |»L II *L+ MU 11% ML ll£-«L Ib-L
+ MI. ||% H. H, «*-¿L+ MI. ||£L ¡4L ll¿ - dh H.
+\\d- b\\E jm(«, *9IL+IIM«> £)lfl I'- í\E

nb\\B\\b\B\\\m\\\E\\ûE\\a- x\\b

+1^1*1. MI* |*M£-*I,
<8 + 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 + 8=E-

This proves that m E QM(E; B).    Q.E.D.
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3. Quasi-multipliers on group algebras of SIN groups. Let G be a locally

compact, Hausdorff, topological group with equivalent left and right uniform

structures (G is a SIN group). Then G is unimodular and so possesses a

(two-sided) Haar measure X. Other unexplained notation will be as in [3] and

[4]. Let p be an element of [1, oo[. Consider the following condition for a

function/ E Lp(G):

(28) ¡Jgm sup{||g *f\\p: g E C^g); \\g\\p < 1} < oo.

The set of all/ E L (G) satisfying (28) will be written Lp(G); its elements

are called (right-) p-tempered. Each (right-) p-tempered function / may be

viewed as a || ^-continuous linear (right multiplication) operator on Cnn(G).

Hence it has a unique || |^-continuous extension to an operator on Lp(G); its

value at a g E Lp(G) will be written g */. The set Lp(G) is closed under this

extended operation * ; under the norm || \\rp it is a normed algebra and,

under the norm || \\\rp = \(\\ \\p' + || || ), it is a Banach algebra. It is also a

right Banach 7,(G)-module and, by the Hewitt Factorization Theorem,

7/'(G) * LX(G) is a ||| |||;'-closed subspace of L/'; it will be written L™'(G)

and its elements will be called (right-) p-well-tempered.

The sets L¿'(G) and L¿W'(G) of (left-) p-tempered and (left-) p-well-

tempered functions, and the norms || ||* and ||| \\^'p are defined analogously.

We shall write L/,(G) for Lp"(G) n L¡?(G) and shall call its elements

simply p-tempered. Similarly, the elements of 7^"(G) - Lf(G) n L™'(G)

are simplyp-well-tempered. The norm || \\'p = max{|| ||", || \\p) renders Lj,(G)

a normed algebra under convolution. The norm || \\\'p =\(\\ \\'p + \\ \\p)

-5(111 III? + III lllp) renders L¿(G) into a Banach algebra.

We now set E = Lp(G), A = L/'(G) and B m L¿(G) and proceed to

show that (8)-(12) hold. That (9) holds for D = Cn^G), and thus for

D E {LX(G) n Lp(G), Lpw'(G), L¡,(G)} as well, follows from the definition of

12(G). That (8) holds is an elementary consequence of the fact that Cn^G) is

dense in Lp(G). Since Lpm'(G) is ||| |||;-closed and ^'(G) is ||| Hß-closed, it

is evident that Lpw'(G) is ||| |||^-closed; thus, (10) holds. Since Coo(G) C

Lpw'(G) and since Cn^G) * C^G) * C^G) is dense in Lp(G), it follows that

(11) holds. It remains only to prove (12).

Let LX(G)2 be the center of LX(G). It follows via standard arguments that

Lx(Gy consists precisely of those functions / E LX(G) such that J = fx for

all x E G. Since LX(G) n Lp(G) is dense in Lp(G), it is evident that/ * g =

g */ for all / E LX(G) and g E Lp(G). It was proved in [6] that (for SIN

groups) the closed left ideal (= closed right ideal = closed ideal) in LX(G)

generated by LX(G)2 is just LX(G).

Theorem 20. Let {hß} be a minimal approximate identity for LX(G) lying in

Lpw'(G). Then, if Cp is the || \\'p-unit ball ofL¿(G) and g E Lpw'(G),
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limsup {maxßllA, *J* g - J* g\\\p, \\\g *J*hß-g *J\\\p}:J eC;)=0.
ß
Proof. Note that, if g G LX(G) n Lp(G), then || g\\'p < || g||,.

Choose / G Lp'(G) and h E LX(G) such that g = / * h. Let e > 0. Choose

{A,};., c LX(G)Z and {£};_, C L,(G) such that

7-1
<«/(2Bt)-

Then

lim sup{|||A/l*/*í-/.g|||;:/eC,}
/s

< lim sup-j
ß

lim sup
ß

\hß*J*l*  Í,lj*hj-J*¡*  £lj*hj
7=1 y-i

:/eC. + e

2(V*W*/*$-W*'*/y)
7-1

:/ + e = e.

That  lim^supdHg * J * hß — g * J\\\'p: J E Cp) = 0  follows  analogously.
Q.E.D.

It follows that (12) holds. Hence, we know that QM(Lp'(G)) is linearly

isometric to QM(Lpw'(G)), and that both are topologically isomorphic to

QM(Lp(G); Lpw'(G)). We shall now characterize this latter set more

concretely. Let QMp(G) be the set of all quasi-multipliers of type (p,p,p).

That is, the set of all m\Lp(G) X Lp(G)-*Lp(G) separately continuous,

bilinear, and such that

(29) (m(J, g) = m(J, g)   for all/, g E Lp(G) and x, v G C7.

Theorem 21. We have QMp(G) - QM(Lp(G); L^G)) = QM(Lp(G);

L;'(G))=QM(Lp(G);Lx(G)).

Proof. To facilitate application of Theorem 19, we shall write E, B, A, and

D ioT.LpiG), l;(G), L;'(G), and LX(G) n L¿(G) respectively, and || ||B for

|| \\'p. Since ||/||; < 11/11, for all / G LX(G) n L¿(G), and since C^G) C
L,(G) n ¡4(G) is || 11,-dense in LX(G), it is easy to see that LX(G) c Z>, the
|| ||B-closure of D. Thus, by Theorem 19 and (21), the present Theorem 21 will

follow once we Fave shown that QMp(G) = QM(Lp(G); LX(G)).

Let F(G) be the linear span of the Dirac measures on G. Let 11 denote the

total variation norm on F(G). Clearly, if m\Lp(G) X Lp(G) ̂ > Lp(G) is

separately continuous, then (29) holds if and only if
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(30) zzi(u */, g * v) = p * m(f, g) * v   for ail p,v E F(G).

Let m E QMp(G), f, g E Lp(G) and h E LX(G). By (4.11) and (4.12) of
[10], together with the analogous right-handed version of (4.2), there is a net

{ pa) in the | |-ball of radius \\h\\x of F(G) such that

lim\\pa*l-h*l\\p=0 = lim\\l*pa-l*h\\p

for all / E Lp(G). Thus

IK/, g * h) - m(f, g) * h\\p= lim ||zzi(/, g * na) - m(f, g) * pa\\p

= limO = 0
a

and, similarly, m(h *f,g) = h* m(f, g). Thus m E QM(Lp(G); LX(G)).
Now let m E QM(Lp(G); Lx(G)),f, g E Lp(G), and x E G. By (4.11) and

(4.2), together with the analogous right-handed version of (4.2) in [10], there is

a net {qa} in the unit ball of LX(G) such that

lim\\qa*l-¿l=0 = hrn\\l*qa-!x\\p=0

for all / E Lp(G). Thus

IK/, &) - »«(/, g)X-lini H¿ * * *«) - m(¿ s) * *,!,- o

and, similarly, m^, g) -xm(f, g). Thus m E QMp(G). Hence QMp(G) =

QM(E;D).   Q.E.D.

4. The group algebra of a locally compact group. Let G be a locally compact,

Hausdorff, topological group with left Haar measure X.

Theorem 22. The group algebra LX(G) possesses a minimal ultra-approxi-

mate identity.

Proof. Let {hß} be any minimal approximate identity for LX(G). Let

7 E LM(LX(G)). By Wendel's Theorem, there exists p E M(G) such that

T(f) = p*f  for all/EL, (G).

Then, for all g E L,(G),

Î™ ¡S * W - g * M||, = lim||(g * P) - (g * P) * ̂ 1,= 0

since LX(G) is an ideal in Af(G). Thus, {g * T(hß)} is Cauchy in LX(G). If

S E RM(LX(G)), it is shown analogously that, for each g E L,(G),

{S(hß) * g) is Cauchy in LX(G). It follows now from Theorem 8 that {hß} is

an ultra-approximate identity.   Q.E.D.

Corollary. The measure algebra M(G) may be identified with

QM(LX(G)).

Proof. Immediate from Theorems 9 and 23.
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5. C*-aIgebras. To the author's knowledge, [1] and [2] are the only publi-

cations dealing directly with quasi-multipliers which will have appeared in

print before the present one. Akemann and Pedersen invented the term

"quasi-multiplier" in [1] for a C*-algebra A and showed there that quasi-

multipliers may be embedded in the enveloping von Neumann algebra A ".

They further distinguished them as precisely those elements of A" which are

continuous on the set of states in A' when the latter bears the relativized

weak-* topology.

The paper [2] is concerned with developing a type of duality between the

spectrum of a C*-algebra A and QM(A) through the medium of convergence

structures. It was proved there that QM(A) is precisely the set of elements of

A" which are continuous on A' when the latter bears the topology ov(A', A),

the coarsest topology finer than both the weak-* topology o(A', A) and the

topology of convergence of norms.

It is interesting that both of these papers arose from the authors' having to

correct previous work and that the concept of quasi-multiplier was just what

was required to repair the defective theory.

Akemann and Pedersen in [1] state the conjecture that LM(A) + RM (A)
= QM(A).
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